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Strategic audit planning

Daniele Bird

Assistant Auditor-General



The business problem

How do we:

ensure good topic 

ideas are collected?

increase our potential for 

selecting the right topics?

make this an 

organisational 

capability?

generate maximum 

impact from our program?



Our approach

We continuously engage with our stakeholders throughout the year. 

We capture and assess potential topics regularly.



Our workflow

We have formalised the capture of ideas throughout the year,

with each ‘gate’ asking ‘why continue?’
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Idea assessment

The idea is assessed using a robust and disciplined approach.
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Selection moderation

Potential topics are reviewed by the EMG:

The debate generates new queries which strengthens decision-

making, however most information is available in the meeting.

 scores and comments inform the debate

 some scores are ‘black and white’

 some are subject to much debate

 rationale for score changes is documented



Summary

Ongoing intelligence 

gathering

Ease of access is critical  

Senior staff as 

gatekeepers

Moderation is required

Disciplined approach

Informs debate



Fraud and corruption

self-assessment tool

David Toma

Director



Self-assessment tool

Fraud-related performance audits:

– Fraud risk management (Report 9: 2012-13)

– Fraud management in local government (Report 

19: 2014-15) 

Tool helps entities identify the areas where they 

need to improve their fraud controls

Based on our audit observations and AS 8001 –

2008 Fraud and Corruption Control



Self-assessment tool

https://www.qao.qld.gov.au/reports-resources/good-practice
https://www.qao.qld.gov.au/reports-resources/good-practice


Self-assessment tool



Self-assessment tool



Questions you should ask

Who completed the self-assessment

Does the assessment cover all business areas

What evidence supports the assessment

What are the next steps – who and when 



Q&A



Risk and innovation

Andrew Greaves

Auditor-General



Risk appetite

May vary over time and within entity 

across programs, depending on 

whether the objective is to preserve 

public value or to enhance public value 

Guided by considerations of where 

we are in the innovation space

The degree of risk considered 

acceptable, and at or below which 

further risk mitigation is not required

Enables risks to be 

evaluated, and also 

signals the level at which 

risks should be escalated 

and treated



Preserve value: steady state

Conservative approach is to de-risk.

risk tolerance



Grow value: change state

Informed approach is to balance risk and reward.

risk tolerance 

can be higher 

than would 

otherwise be the 

case.



Closing

Anthony Close

Deputy Auditor-General



Valuable resources 

New website

Good practice guides 

Fact sheets 

Newsletters – Insights

Presentations

https://www.qao.qld.gov.au/


Feedback 

Prior briefing 10 Dec 2015, we asked:

 Are our topics useful?

 Did our briefing assist you in your role as chair? 

 Would you like more than two briefings per year?

Keep responding to our post-event surveys so we can provide 

what you need



Any questions please contact the Queensland Audit Office:

Phone: (07) 3149 6000     

Email: qao@qao.qld.gov.au

Follow us on                    “Queensland Audit Office (QAO)”

www.qao.qld.gov.au

Thank you 


